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Overview

Regulations and guidelines

What is operational resilience and why is it important?

As the pace of innovation and technology continues to
accelerate, commensurate regulations and guidelines are
required to help organisations develop consistent frameworks
for operational resilience in light of emerging risks.

Operational resilience refers to the ability of firms to prevent,
respond, recover and learn from operational disruptions.
Operational disruptions not only have direct impacts on your
firm, employees and consumers, but also residual effects that
have the potential to disrupt the wider market, especially in an
increasingly interconnected world. It is therefore crucial that
firms focus attention on becoming operationally resilient.
The Bank of England (BoE) defines operational resilience as
'The ability of firms and the financial system as a whole to
absorb and adapt to shocks, rather than contribute to them.'
European law1 states that regulated financial services firms
should have an effective process to identify, assess, manage,
monitor and report the risks that they are, or might be, exposed
to. Firms are required to undertake appropriate contingency
planning and explain how they will respond and recover
following operational disruptions to ensure that adequate
procedures are in place to operate on an ongoing basis.
In a constantly evolving landscape, we can expect change in
the types of threats and their impact on businesses. It is
important for firms to have a solid grasp on this to ensure that
operational resilience strategies can adapt and remain
appropriate and effective.

Advances in technology have enabled a dynamic digital world
in which insurers can operate. Counterintuitively, a reliance on
technology, cloud-based platforms, outsourcing and remote
working increases a firm’s vulnerability to some types of risk.
This interconnected system allows risks to spread and
increases exposure to single points of failure. This environment
has caused a surge in the number of cyberattacks, and so it is
increasingly important for firms to have processes in place to
detect, respond to and rapidly recover from such events.
1

Operational resilience appears to be firmly on the regulatory
agenda. Multiple regulatory and industry bodies have recently
released discussion and consultation papers on the topic. For
example, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has
recognised that operational resilience should be approached
beyond the scope of typical operational risk management and
minimum capital requirement considerations and has
established an Operational Resilience Working Group. The
Basel Committee has released a paper2 on cyber resilience as
a precursor to further work on operational resilience.
In a speech3 at the Operational Resilience in Financial
Services Conference in September 2018, Slavka Eley from the
European Banking Authority (EBA) mentioned that the
operational resilience regulatory and supervisory framework is
centred on three core elements: regulation; supervision; and
resilience testing. She highlighted a few of the key guidelines
that the EBA has published in this area. For example, the EBA
Guidelines on Internal Governance were published early in
2018 and specify internal governance arrangements such as
risk management, business continuity and outsourcing. The
EBA Recommendations on Outsourcing to Cloud Service
Providers were developed in response to uncertainty regarding
cloud adoption. The EBA has also published guidelines on
security measures for operational and security risks, guidelines
for the notification of major operational and security incidents
and guidelines on fraud reporting requirements. These
guidelines are due to be accompanied or replaced by two
important policy products: firstly, Guidelines on Outsourcing
Arrangements (currently under consultation) and secondly
Guidelines on Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) and security management, including expectations on
resilience testing. The guidelines will be applicable to all
regulated institutions under the remit of the EBA with the aim of
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strengthening governance and security arrangements. Eley
concluded the speech by remarking that a coordinated
approach is essential for tackling resilience-related threats with
timely and appropriate regulatory and supervisory responses.
When comparing the range of observed bank, regulatory and
supervisory cyber-resilience practices across various
jurisdictions, the Basel Committee found that ‘most supervisors

leverage previously developed national or international
standards – principally the NIST framework,4 ISO27000
series5 and CPMI-IOSCO guidance.'6
Regulatory bodies are becoming increasingly active in the
operational resilience space and firms should be assessing
and developing their operational resilience capabilities to get
ahead of the curve.

Improving operational resilience
The Bank of England (BoE), Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) issued a discussion
paper (DP) in July 2018 sharing their collective thinking regarding operational resilience.7 This DP proposes the process shown in
Figure 1, which provides a framework within which firms can begin to develop, or enhance, their operational resilience.

FIGURE 1: PROCESS TO IMPROVE OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE

In the sections that follow, we look at each of the steps of the process and provide our insights gained from our experience in
helping clients to improve their operational resilience.
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Identify
As with most areas of risk management, the first step is to
define a risk appetite around which a framework can be built.
Risk appetite statements should be defined around all
important business services, and can be supported by impact
tolerance statements specified in terms of metrics.
Important business services, as defined by the BoE, are those
which, if disrupted, would do one or more of the following:


Threaten a firm’s ongoing viability



Cause harm to consumers



Undermine financial stability

Map and assess
Workshops are also helpful, in our experience, when it comes
to mapping the systems, people and processes that support
the important business services, and determining how
disruption caused by one of these dependencies impacts the
business services. It is important to ensure that the mapping
process is extended to dependencies outside of the firm (e.g.,
suppliers, outsourcers and competitors) and those in other
geographical locations (if they exist).

An impact tolerance is an upper limit where 'a breach is to
be avoided in all but the most extreme scenarios.'8 This is a
fairly difficult level of tolerance to set, given that it is not
particularly straightforward to measure or define a 'level' of
operational disruption.
The firm will need to come up with specific relevant metrics or
outcomes to define its impact tolerances. They may include
metrics such as outage durations, the level of disruption, the
number of customers or services affected, the number of
information security incidents, the geographic area affected by
the disruption and reputational damage. We have found that
workshops with employees involved in each business service
area are useful when first setting out on this process. These
workshops can be used to assess potential severe outcomes,
scenarios which could lead to them and ways of measuring
such outcomes.
Once tolerances over the level of acceptable disruption have
been set, they can be summarised in an 'impact tolerance
statement,' which would outline the tolerances, how they were
decided upon and why they are reasonable.
We anticipate that there will be further development of market
practice in this area in the future, with the Global Financial
Markets Association (GFMA)9 highlighting the need for global
consistency in the industry-wide metrics used to provide
measures of operational resilience, and the need for clear
definitions of 'business services' and 'impact tolerance' and
how they should be derived.

Test
Testing can then be done using scenarios derived from your
own experience (successes, 'near misses' and incidents), the
known experiences of others, audits or regulatory scenarios
that may be required to be tested in the future. The PRA, FCA
and Bank of England are considering setting scenarios for firms
to test, in order to assess which firms need to develop their
operational resilience further.
CPMI-IOSCO principles for financial market infrastructure (FMI)
indicate that an FMI should design and test its systems and
processes to aim for the safe resumption of critical operations
within two hours of a disruption (principle 7).
Invest
A firm can then use the results of the testing to identify and
implement appropriate risk management solutions to ensure
that the most suitable responses and management actions will
be deployed under operational disruption. For example, a firm
could define alternative processing procedures that can be
deployed in the case of disruption to systems and processes in
order to remain within its impact tolerance level.
The solutions implemented should allow a firm to switch
between planned responses and adaptive actions as
necessary, and adapt its activities, structures and actions
appropriately for the new environment, while retaining its core
purpose and values.
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Communicate
The final step of the process is to ensure that appropriate
strategies are in place for communicating with all the relevant
internal and external stakeholders. This could include ensuring
cooperative communication between all relevant business
areas and any third-party providers, and making available the
appropriate information and guidance to customers.
The supervisory authorities are currently considering whether
they should specify rules or further guidance regarding the
content of communications plans.
Feedback loop
In order for the process to be effective in improving and
maintaining operational resilience, it needs to be repeated
regularly, with the lessons learned being integrated into
subsequent iterations. A crucial point with respect to responses
is to ensure that any successes, incidents or 'near misses' are
reviewed honestly and openly within the firm. Practices,
planned responses and monitoring should be adjusted to take
into account any learnings gained through incidents and
experiences, in order to ensure that the resilience of the firm is
constantly evolving in response to events.

How Milliman can help
Milliman's deep expertise in risk management derives from our
cutting edge research and practical experience of working with
clients to assist them with their risk management and modelling
needs. Our clients know that they can have confidence in us to
provide an excellent service and innovative, effective and
dynamic solutions that fully meet their needs. We don’t believe
that all companies are the same, so our approach enables us
to ensure that the solution each client receives is tailored to its
precise circumstances and maturity level.
In the operational resilience area, we offer assistance with:


Review of existing risk management frameworks



Gap analysis review



Development of risk appetite statements and articulating
them in terms of impact tolerances



Design and build of operational risk models to facilitate
understanding and quantification of risks



Development of risk management frameworks which
improve operational resilience

If you have any questions or comments on this paper, or on any
other issues affecting operational resilience, please contact any
of the consultants below or your usual Milliman consultant.
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